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The Tour de France and the Doping Issue 1
Patrick MIGNON
(Article paru dans : The international journal of the history of sport, june 2003, vol. 20, n 2, pp. 227-245)

The Tour de France’s economic and symbolic importance has turned it into a distorting mirror of
how cycling works, particularly regarding doping and its treatment. There are indeed a lot of
good reasons that cause one to find doping in the Tour de France because it is such a hard race
that it pushes the sport of cycling – more generally – to extremes. But doping is not just taking
products to enhance performance or maintain one’s position. It is also a scandal or a social or
health problem once these performance-enhancing practices become subject to rules, when a
sport decides to ban certain products out of concern for equity between competitors, or once
they become subject to the law when the State considers it must ban the consumption of certain
products because they are dangerous to individuals’ health or because it gives a bad image to
an activity that should set a good example. The relationship of doping and the Tour de France is
not simply one that links a demanding competition and the means employed by riders to face up
to that. It is one where a sports event, because of its popularity, is a site where the problem will
be aired in public. The Tour de France is the occasion when doping is defined and when the
array of measures to deal with it will be set in train. It is therefore where the ability of sports
governing bodies and political authorities to deal with it and resolve it will be judged, in dramatic
fashion.
THE TOUR AS THE CYCLING EVENT PAR EXCELLENCE

The Tour de France is undoubtedly the cycling event par excellence. The race, organized
nowadays by the Société du Tour de France, a subsidiary of the Amaury press group, has a
budget of £18 million. It offers more than £1.5 million-worth of prizes (including £220,000 to the
winner). Millions of spectators line the route each July to watch the riders and the publicity
caravan of 250 vehicles representing 40 brands. Millions of television viewers spend several
hours in front of their sets watching the daily broadcasts. The Tour de France is also the shop
window of world cycling, the most popular and the most followed sports event because, from
Albert Londres’s ‘convict labourers’ in the 1920s through Antoine Blondin’s ‘giants of the road’ in
the 1960s, today it offers three weeks of real drama.
Georges Vigarello’s founding text 2 on the history of the race shows clearly that its introduction
into the world of cycling and its inscription into the national collective memory came about not
only because of its systematic exploration of the resources of the whole of the national territory,
its plains and its mountains, but also because of the race’s duration and length necessary to fulfil
its objective of covering the national space and its range of summer climatic conditions,
scorching heat and the rain and cold of climbs. Riders repeat their efforts every day, employing
different types of effort, testing the body in different ways: short-lived effort to gain time in a
stage; solitary efforts in time trials; falls caused by the bunching of riders in the peloton, the
vagaries of the road surface, and by sudden accelerations, etcetera. The Tour de France
involves a permanent mobilization of the riders, of their body and mind.
The riders reckon that a good Tour takes one year off your life, and when you finish in a
bad state, they reckon three years … You can’t describe to a normal person how tired
you feel … In 1987, when I finished in a really bad way it took until the end of November

to recover; by that I mean until I could wake up and not feel tired as if I had already done
a day’s work.
The fatigue starts to kick in on the Tour after ten days if you’re in good shape, and after
five days if you’re not in your best condition physically. Then, it all just gets worse and
worse, you don’t sleep so much, so you don’t recover as well from the day’s racing, so
you go into your reserves, you get more knackered, so you sleep less … It’s simply a
vicious circle.
The best way of describing how you feel is that it’s as if you were a normal person doing
a hard day’s work, you’ve got flu, and you can just about drive home and fall into bed. By
the end of the Tour, you need sleeping tablets.
You can’t divide the mental and the physical suffering; you tend to let go mentally before
you crack physically…
Riding up one of the mountains in the Tour if you’re feeling bad is like being sick.
Physically, your body has a limit every day, there’s only a set speed you can go at and it
might not always be enough. The pain in your legs is not the kind of pain you get when
you cut yourself, it’s fatigue, and it’s self-imposed…
It takes two weeks to recover from a good Tour, three months to recover from a bad
one.3
This account by Robert Millar, the Scottish professional, echoes all those descriptions by riders
of their experience of the event. We have, here, to imagine the notion of mental strength, both
the moral strength to finish the event, but also the moral qualities that a rider needs to bring to
bear to live up to the expectations of organizers, media and public. This is because the
accumulation of difficulties, whether unavoidable, like the necessary transfers from one place to
the next, or deliberately calculated, in order to make the event more spectacular, produce the
heroic nature necessary to the popularity of the Tour. And its more or less instantaneous
commercial success has long been an attraction to champions, thus structuring competition
between riders and generating increasing challenges and exploits. It is a confrontation with other
competitors, but also with the public who expect riders to show the moral qualities of effort, hard
work and solidarity, but also those of unselfishness and ‘class’. Moreover, as an object of media
coverage from its beginnings, the Tour de France cannot avoid seeing an increase in the
demands on competitors with the ever-growing importance of television, whose systematic
coverage of every stage has also brought in, on top of the necessary battle for the stage win, the
necessary battle for permanent presence in front of the TV cameras, therefore making races
ever faster.
A HISTORY OF DOPING IN THE TOUR DE FRANCE

The long-standing presence of doping in the Tour brings us back to the excessive nature of the
race. Cycling was one of the first professional sports and the exploits of track racers, notably
competitors in the Six Day events, and of the first competitors in the early ‘classics’, excited the
interest of journalists curious to know how they could manage these exhausting events and
wanting to understand their mysterious entourage of soigneurs, masseurs and miracle-worker
doctors.

There are good reasons to believe that competitors in the early Tours used what track-racers
used. The confessions of the Pélissier brothers to the great investigative journalist Albert
Londres (see also Chapter 4 above) may be considered as the first doping affaire. The scene
took place on the evening of a Tour stage in Coutances on 27 June 1924:
‘You have no idea what the Tour de France is like,’ said Henri. ‘It’s a Calvary. But Christ
had only 14 stations of the cross. We have 15. We suffer from start to finish. Do you want
to see what we run on? Look.’ From his bag he took out a phial: ‘That’s cocaine for the
eyes, that’s chloroform for the gums.’ ‘That,’ said Ville, also emptying his musette, ‘is a
cream to warm up my knees.’ ‘And the pills, do you want to see the pills? Look, here are
the pills.’ They each took out three boxes. ‘In short,’ said Francis, ‘we run on “dynamite”.’
This scene, which has been replayed hundreds of times since, was first recounted in Le Petit
Parisien. It is the scene that popularized the image of ‘the convict-labourers of the road’, of the
Tour de France riders seen as workers who have to use whatever is in their power to complete
their task. But is it a doping issue? Probably not, since the point was not, either for the journalist
or for the riders, to denounce an illicit practice, but to show how cycle racers were exploited by
organizers who not only impose on them terrible workloads, but who also make the racers
submit to harassing controls over their clothes and their attitude during the race. The Pélissier
brothers were in fact making revelations about their working conditions and about Henri
Desgrange’s authoritarianism. But this example also has the virtue of relating the issue of doping
to that of the respect afforded to the riders: going through cases looking for doping products or
monitoring modes of dress come from the same spirit of wanting to control everything and are
always bound to be received with hostility as an intrusion. This points us in the direction of
understanding a difficulty in anti-doping policies, which, to the world of cycling, look like
constraints on workers’ freedoms.
Other incidents followed, more explicitly linked to the doping issue. First, in 1955, Jean Malléjac,
a good Tour rider, fainted during the climb of the Mont Ventoux. There were fears for his life and
the rider only came to some 15 minutes later. He was delirious in the ambulance. Other wellknown riders like Ferdi Kubler or Charly Gaul fell victim to huge weaknesses in the same stage.
The new Tour doctor, Dr Dumas, encouraged the organizers to make an official complaint;
cases of riders and soigneurs were searched, and one of the latter was excluded from the race.
But the most dramatic incident was of course the death of Tom Simpson on 13 July 1967, when
he collapsed on the slopes of the Mont Ventoux. Despite the efforts of Dr Dumas, still Tour
doctor and an activist in the fight against doping, Simpson could not be saved. The Tour doctor
refused permission for burial and the autopsy was to reveal traces of amphetamines that, while
no doubt not the direct cause of the British rider’s death, nevertheless led him to go beyond his
limits. What interpretation can be put on these cases? They have been seen as accidents by
numerous followers of the Tour, whereas other close observers have interpreted them as the
most dramatic examples of common practices.
A study by Dr de Mondenard reported in Le Nouvel Observateur and Le Monde has presented
elements that allow us to judge the scale of the problem.4 First of all he recalls the list of riders
who have tested positive since 1966, the first year anti-doping tests were carried out in the Tour
de France. Among them were former or future winners, such as Zoetemelk, who tested positive
in 1977 and won the Tour in 1980, Gimondi, winner in 1965, who tested positive in 1975, and
more recently Delgado, winner in 1988, who tested positive the same year on the thirteenth
stage, but who was in the end declared winner on procedural grounds and after political

pressures. On the list too were recognized top racers, stage winners or winners of the points
classification, such as Pollentier, Altig, Guimard and Bellone. In particular, on the basis of a
study of 667 former competitors in the Tour de France, Mondenard upheld the thesis that riders
have a higher mortality rate than average, especially those whose career came after 1961,
whom he called ‘modern’ riders.
Thus he showed that the longevity of ‘modern’ riders is lower than ‘old’ riders: 85 per cent were
still alive at 60, compared to 93 per cent of their predecessors. He cited the early deaths of
Rivière, Coppi, Nencini, Bobet, Anquetil and Oosterboch, from cancer or cardio-vascular
illnesses, but also the fatal road accidents of Robic and Koblet, and the suicide of Luis Ocaña,
which he argues may be understood as effects of psychological disturbances, such as less good
perception of risks while driving, or, in the case of Luis Ocaña, as a solution to suffering caused
by the consequences of absorption of doping products. He could also have referred, in the same
vein, to the mental troubles of riders such as Freddy Maertens or Henk Lubberding and the
difficulties they had reintegrating into society at the end of their careers. One may also recall
how the Dutch PDM team dropped out of the 1991 Tour de France when their riders were
supposed to have fallen victim to food poisoning. Starting from the comments of Jacques
Anquetil, who justified his own consumption of doping substances as necessary in order to do
his job, without ever having tested positive during a Tour, many others have come under
suspicion, from Laurent Fignon and Stephen Roche to Bjarne Riis; the Italian Marco Pantani
celebrated victory in 1998, but was excluded from the Giro, the Tour of Italy, in 1999 with a redbloodcell count of more than 50 per cent. The same year the American, Lance Armstrong, won
the Tour, but the victory of a champion who had suffered from cancer in 1996 was bound to
raise suspicions. In 2000, the American repeated his success, while the Frenchman Richard
Virenque admitted taking drugs during the Festina trial. The greatest cycle race in the world is an
event where victory is increasingly accompanied by doubts over the conditions under which it
has been achieved.
THE TRANSFORMATIONS OF DOPING

A history of its products and mode of organization of the Tour de France can stand in parallel
with this chronicle of cases of doping. The different authors 5 previously mentioned agree on how
doping products have evolved and how they have been extended to different sports. At all
events, cycling was one of the first involved. There was the period of consumption of stimulants
and pain-killers during the first century of the history of sport from 1850 to the 1960s. These
products have not disappeared and are present in the form of anti-asthmatic treatments, for
example, which are over-consumed by riders, but taking over from them we find cortisones and
especially EPO (erythropoietin) in the 1990s.
The introduction of this product leads us to pull on the thread of the history of the organization of
doping. It is tempting to contrast two periods in the history of doping in sport. The first relates to
the ‘homemade’ stage where doping is the equivalent of kitchen recipes that are transmitted
from rider to rider, and from soigneur to rider, a period of experimentation rather than setting up
systematic programmes. In a period when rules were vague concerning doping, that is up to the
1960s, this kind of doping did not necessarily appear as a problem for competitors or sports
organizations: it may be imagined that everybody saw themselves on an equal footing with each
other. The second period corresponds to a more rational stage – the model being the systematic
doping practised in East Germany or in the USSR: within the framework of a sports programme,
the latest advancements of science were applied to the preparation of sportsmen and women.

Doctors became involved in sport at an early stage, but initially from a health perspective or
because champions were seen as marvels who should be studied and who did not need to be
improved. The reversal of curiosity towards applied research came about more or less
everywhere in the 1960s. The problematizing of doping may be seen as part of the long process
of civilization of behaviour that manifested itself in the medicalization of western societies.6
Health values underpin the medicalization of society and encourage doping along the lines of the
equation: a problem = a product. One of the consequences of this change was of course the
medicalization of sport, where the sports doctor tended to act as an agent for a club or a team.
The doctor therefore became part of a rationale of rapid recovery and of support for the
performance potential of the sports entity for which he was acting.
Sports medicine of the 1960s saw the emergence of a new type of individual, ‘the trained
athlete’, different psychologically and physiologically from the man in the street. There also
developed medical routines specific to the sports person, with specific treatments for specific
injuries, but also specific care for preparation. This went hand in hand with the development of
medical staff as a necessary condition of sports preparation: bio-mechanics for exercises and
massages; nutritional scientists for vitamins and complements; psychologists for personal
discipline and meditation; pharmacologists for the use of different medicines available on the
market. This rationale could also come to encompass non-medical uses of medicines such as
steroids, analgesics, stimulants or tranquillisers. Good reasons for taking drugs are therefore
contained in the properties of different products that can be listed according to their relationship
to competition, but also to the organization of training. Cyclists did what everyone else did, they
sought shortcuts to manage the different difficulties of a life in sport.
In cycling this type of organization appears to have developed in the 1980s, and the Tour de
France, because of its physical demands and its rules (anti-doping tests), no doubt became
especially affected by this. The current sophistication of doping (the complexity of programmes,
of the doping calendar in relation to detection, the value of the newest molecule in a world where
the difference between winning and losing is minuscule) gives weight to the hypothesis of a
constant coming together of innovators and entrepreneurs from the worlds of sport and
medicine. This is the case of Dr Ferrari and Dr Belloc who we come across in all the doping
affairs concerning Italian cycling teams or in the entourage of various champions.
The problem that is no doubt specific to cycling is the coexistence/competition between doctors
and self-appointed specialists like ‘Dr’ Sainz and more generally soigneurs who have come up
through the ranks as shown by the table of ‘qualifications’ of cycling soigneurs implicated in
doping affaires (from the former cyclist to the driver, and from the shopkeeper to the pharmacy
assistant).7 For Waddington 8 contemporary doping may be seen as the meeting between two
rationales, the development of sports medicine and demand from athletes through the innovative
or entrepreneurial elements from both worlds. That is what happened, notably, in some Italian
cycling teams from the end of the 1980s: it was no longer individuals resorting to ‘tricks of the
trade’, but companies getting organized in order to dominate collectively. Thus, in 1998, Willy
Voet, the Festina team’s soigneur, was intercepted by the French Customs and found to be in
possession of 500 doses of doping products, including EPO and growth hormones. This was the
start of the Festina affaire. Bruno Roussel, the team’s sporting director, admitted that his riders
were taking drugs under medical supervision that he had personally organized, and he
presented himself as the organizer of a system of a rational use of doping, claiming in this way
to be following a strategy of risk reduction.9

The team was thereupon excluded from the Tour by the director of the Société du Tour de
France, Jean-Marie Leblanc, and the rooms occupied by the Dutch team TVM were searched by
the police, which led to its withdrawal from the event, along with the Spanish teams who
abandoned out of solidarity. The trial and the enquiries brought to light the system that, it is
thought, is the one adopted by cycling teams in general. The Festina affaire, in the 1998 Tour,
has taken on the status of inaugural moment of what appears to be a new attitude towards
doping.
THE TOUR BECOMES AN AFFAIRE

Having appeared as a witness in the affair on 30 October 2000, Hein Verbruggen, President of
the UCI (International Cycling Union), declared on leaving the court that his ‘conscience was
clear’. But how can he justify the fact that, while he knew about the circulation of EPO in the
peloton as early as 1990, he did not encourage testing for it until 1995? And the fact that, for five
years, the sums of money allocated by the UCI to anti-doping measures were only raised to 1.8
million francs [£180,000] out of a budget, over the same period, of 250 million francs [£25
million]? The discredit that fell on the ICU President stained the whole of cycling. On 9
December 2000, Daniel Baal, President of the French Cycling Federation, announced he would
not be standing for reelection, officially for reasons of ‘unavailability’. His retirement, as someone
who had made the fight against doping his priority, was certainly not good news for the sport of
cycling.10
The above may be read as a summary of the Festina affaire, posing the question of the delays
by the sports governing bodies in implementing a real fight against doping and, in a country like
France, of the part played by the State in this issue.
Despite the commotion caused by various revelations such as those cited above by Albert
Londres on the 1924 Tour de France, notwithstanding the efforts of Dr Dumas, who had treated
Malléjac in the 1955 Tour, the impression may be formed that nothing happened before the 1998
Tour. How can this periodization be explained? No doubt because the problems posed by the
struggle against doping, which have yet to be overcome, reflect the relations between the
different levels of the organization of sport: its international nature and at the same time the
existence of national sovereignties; the conflictual relations between international federations
and the IOC (International Olympic Committee); the demands for independence by the different
national federations, not to mention the reticence of the sporting world to talk openly and publicly
about its internal difficulties. There are similarly different levels at which we see expressed
rivalries over control of sports policy between states wishing to intervene and the world of sport.
There are also those conflicts that inevitably occur between internal sports governance and civil
justice. In this way the three themes that define anti-doping policy are all areas of conflict: the list
of prohibited substances and practices (there is no agreement between the sports governing
bodies, the federations); the principles of testing (who carries out the tests? what means do
laboratories have at their disposal? what are the officially agreed procedures?); the regime of
sanctions, their nature, their duration and who carries the blame (the athletes, the federations, or
the suppliers?).
In fact, a law was passed by the French parliament in 1965 that may be seen as the result of the
earliest organized struggle against doping. Indeed, after his first experience of the effects of
doping on a cyclist, the Tour doctor had shared his ideas with the French Medical Association for
Physical Education and Sport. He recommended that the federations as a whole explicitly
condemn doping, that they each appoint a doctor to their governing body, that they require their
coaches and trainers to follow medical, pharmaceutical and dietary training courses, and that

they educate their athletes about the dangers of doping. The L’Equipe journalist reporting these
comments concluded: ‘Let us hope that, now the impetus has been given, the struggle against
this scourge will be pursued in an increasingly concrete fashion.’11 For at the same time as
medicalization supports the search for a product corresponding to a given problem or allows the
emergence of performance medicine, it also allows the questioning of practices that would not
be healthy or ethical, such as doping, which can then be denounced. Whether this double
movement is seen as an effect of the contradictions inherent in medicine or as a strategy to
assert authority over a given field of activity, a change did happen in the 1960s when the world
of medicine began to criticize doping.
Sports governing bodies did begin to express their concerns about doping, for example on the
occasion of the Rome Olympics in 1960. Sports medicine conferences were devoted to doping,
and in particular there was a European colloquium held at Uriage (Isère) in January 1963, on the
initiative of the same Dr Dumas, where the first definition of ‘le doping’ was proposed (the
English term was still used in France at the time): ‘doping is defined as the use of substances or
of all means designed to artificially enhance performance, in preparation for or on the occasion
of competition, and which can prejudice sports ethics and the physical and mental integrity of the
athlete’. At this time, early in the 1960s, the Council of Europe also proposed a definition that it
hoped would be valid for all European countries. The IOC voted a resolution against doping in
1962 and set up a Medical Committee in 1967 to develop a strategy against doping, and notably
to establish a regularly updated list of banned products. Similarly, in 1967 the UCI established its
own list of banned products and set up monitoring mechanisms, which was followed by different
national federations. But already part of the problem had become visible: the federations’ list and
that of the IOC can differ, thus opening the way to procedural battles. In this way, when in 1988
the Spaniard Pedro Delgado tested positive for probenecide (a masking agent for anabolic
steroids) his victory in the Tour de France was not challenged because the product, while
banned by the IOC, was not yet on the UCI’s banned list.
One of the results of this regulatory activity was the adoption in France of its first anti-doping law,
called the loi Herzog,12 in 1965. The implementation of a national sports policy after the failure of
French athletes in the Rome Olympics of 1960 and the rising suspicions concerning doping
among athletes from the sporting superpowers, are sports-related reasons that may explain why
doping was highlighted in France at this time and led to the 1965 law. In addition to concerns
that France had to compete on equal terms with Eastern bloc countries, there was the health
side of the issue which came along with the extension of the Welfare State, worries about the
scourges affecting (or which might affect) young people, worries that could win general support,
just as did the idea that sport was a fundamental educational tool, or indeed the action of doctors
asserting their position within sport.13
However, this law was never really applied. Why not? Promoted in the name of defending
sporting ethics, the content of the law was based on the defence of athletes’ health. It set out
criminal penalties for anyone, during a sports competition, knowingly using substances that
artificially increase their physical capacities and endanger their health. For sportsmen and
women the penalties were fines; for those supplying or encouraging doping, the penalty was
imprisonment. To these criminal penalties could be added sporting sanctions such as bans from
taking part in or organizing competitions. But the frontier between sports authorities and police
authorities was not clearly defined. Penalizing cheating, that is measuring the damage done to
sporting ethics, should be up to the different federations. Matter relating to health or trafficking
should be the responsibility of the State. The 1965 law gave the State the power to punish, no
doubt because it was felt that the process needed to be kick-started, but the judges did not
appear well placed to judge offences that were too specific: why condemn sports people for

consuming products that were quite legal elsewhere? One of the most spectacular difficulties of
applying the law concerned appeals to civil courts against decisions made by sports bodies. The
latter lost highly publicized cases where athletes condemned for doping obtained decisions from
civil courts finding federations at fault on procedural technicalities, or guilty of infringements of
personal freedoms or of employment law, or by throwing scientific doubt on the term doping
being applied to their case.
Thus, when the Public Prosecutor asked the presiding judge in the Lille magistrates court in
November 2000 to drop the case against Richard Virenque in the Festina affaire, he felt that
Virenque as a citizen had done nothing wrong as regards French law, whereas Virenque the
rider had just come round to admitting that he had been taking doping products, that he had
cheated in practising his sport, having declared, like others before him, that he had been ‘doped
unbeknownst to his wishes’.14
So the Buffet law of 1999 did not change the situation very much, even though, if we look at it
from the rationale of the balance between prevention and repression, it has considerably
developed the health axis (creation of medical centres, regular monitoring over time) and has
created, in the form of a Conseil de Prévention et de la Lutte contre le Dopage (Council for the
Prevention and Fight against Doping), an independent administrative authority to centralize all
data concerning doping, which can also make recommendations to sports federations or indeed
require them to take measures. Indeed, knowing how the Festina affaire was triggered during
the 1998 Tour (the actions of Customs and police seizing doping substances and the charges
that followed),15 it would seem that the way to make everyone face up to their responsibilities
was by a coup de force and the creation of an affaire obliging people to break the law of silence.
The arrival of a new Minister for Youth and Sport, Marie-George Buffet, less sensitive than other
Sports Ministers to the priority given to elite sport, no doubt for ideological reasons (she is a
member of the Communist Party), and hardly minded to do favours for the Amaury Group as
organizer of the Tour de France because of conflicts between this press group and the
publishing union and the Communist Party, allowed these unceremonious, strong-arm tactics
and the triggering of the affaire.
WHY TURN THE TOUR INTO AN AFFAIRE?

So, whereas doping was not a new phenomenon in cycling, the law of omertà governing the
peloton was lifted only through the intervention of the police and the courts. One of sport’s
challenges is indeed to be able to control doping and all forms of deviance that comes from
unreflecting socialization into the values of sport and competition. But the problem posed is
precisely that of sport’s ability to enforce respect of its own rules. For, if sport has gradually won
its own autonomy and the freedom to run its affairs in its own way free from outside interference,
nearly two centuries later the issue is less about guaranteeing its autonomy against its
opponents, but preventing its uncontrolled and limitless development.
The reason is that sports authorities have too much difficulty in protecting the monopoly of
legitimately defining sport when, firstly, professionalism and, secondly, media involvement are
bringing in new stakes (for sports people, earning their living) or new definitions (from the public
of cognoscenti to the general public who want entertainment and spectacle). In sport today, the
power to give awards or distribute sanctions is moving away from the federations and going to
events organizers and the courts, and the various protagonists are seeking to assert their own
interests: players and athletes are seeking glory and are pursuing their own financial interests;
medical companies want to offer more and more treatment; journalists want news and want to
create events; judicial authorities want to enforce respect for the law, and so on.

The Festina trial has shown that sports organizations have long facilitated doping practices,
across the board, as, earlier, did the Dubin Report on Ben Johnson or the Delgado affair when
the decision not to exclude the Spanish rider was taken under joint pressure from the President
of the UCI, Mr Puig, and the Spanish government.16 Some people stress rising economic and
commercial stakes to explain the difficulties of combating doping: but it is just as much in the
interests of the UCI and the Société du Tour de France to develop an anti-doping policy, to
defend sporting ethics and to avoid losing sponsorship, as to cover up cases of doping for the

,

same reasons.17 For Georges Vigarello 18 it is sport’s claim to make itself into a virtuous
‘alternative society’ that is preventing it from recognizing the problem.
This alternative society of sport defines its purity by setting up boundaries: in the past, it was
professionalism and money, today it is doping. However, this frontier is difficult to draw, because
the criteria that allow doping to be defined are eminently debatable: take, for example, the
definition of doping as recourse to artificial means to gain an unfair advantage – what is that
worth when the whole of sport is based on the exploitation of increasingly sophisticated
technology? How can it be recognized that doping may be a consequence of competitive sport
when sport is defined as a virtuous world par excellence? Hence, the fact that you can only run
‘trials for witchcraft’ and that it is impossible to get the ‘guilty’ to admit their guilt. However,
morality – right and wrong – is not enough to combat the problem, as doping is a health issue,
since doping has been medicalized, and it is a public health issue, because the phenomenon
has gone wider than elite sport. And it is a criminal issue because of the existence of large-scale
organized trafficking. Public intervention is therefore necessary since health and the resources
that need to be devoted to it are at stake, and because the independence of the regulator, the
sports federations, is not guaranteed.
The present context is one of a crisis of legitimacy of sporting institutions, marked by the move
from a unified sporting ethic to a pluralization of norms defining what is a sports person’s identity
and what is legitimate behaviour. Doping is one example of this. Sport is under suspicion
because of the limits of dope testing or the limits of surveys and research that find it hard to
quantify and describe the phenomenon. This situation is producing a theatrical model of doping
affairs 19 in which the people carrying out the study (usually journalists) hunt for evidence to
interest the public, while the accused seek to save their sporting reputations. Signs are looked
for, such as gaining a few pounds, physical changes, links between sports people and people of
dubious reputation, unexplained performances. In the meantime, the guilty, according to the
degree of guilt admitted, deploy defensive strategies that deflect the accusations onto others
(they deny it and cast doubt on others and their doubtful performances or on their envy or
jealousy), they present themselves as persecuted, push the accusation onto a third party (a
dishonest trainer), play down the seriousness of the phenomenon (‘everybody does it’), turn the
stigma round into a sacrifice they willingly accept as the price of the grandeur of the sport, or,
finally, convert to the moral struggle against doping. Other writers 20 have identified further ways
of legitimizing attitudes in defence of doping or a desire not to bring out doping affairs into public
view: the defence of a total engagement with sport, loyalty to the family of sport, the defence of
transparency and truth, virile conduct able to resist pressure from the press or the police, and
respect for one’s employer. This explains why Virenque, like Anquetil before him, remains a
hero.
A SUB-CULTURE

The first dope-tests were carried out in 1966 and they triggered a riders’ strike, just as in 1998
the searches triggered protests. Jacques Anquetil, in a series of interviews in 1967,21 declared

that ‘the anti-doping law is idiotic’, adding: ‘Yes, I have taken doping products.’ Similarly, two
years before his death, Tom Simpson had said in The People that he used doping in order to do
his job. And as a defence of Richard Virenque and the other cyclists in the Festina affaire, the
question is asked how they can do their job without resorting to doping.
Doping has long been seen as legitimate among cyclists, because of the nature of the job and
the thin line between treatment and doping. The development of doping can therefore be
analysed in relation to a physically demanding sport like cycling,22 which is also a sport that has
been professional for a long time. It has therefore become familiar with competition on the labour
market, the volume of work involved (as we have seen), and the system of constraints that
surround the cyclist (staying in the peloton in order to build a career and accepting the rules of
the world of cycle racing).23 The meeting of innovators and entrepreneurs was made possible by
the increase in competition, which produced the emergence of specialists and professionals
devoting their time to sporting activity and its preparation. The possibility of generalised
competition, of professionalism (meaning paid work) and the rise in various economic stakes,
produced a system of increasingly high rewards for winners or appearance bonuses for wellknown riders, in addition to income from sponsorship and television. All this created more and
more reasons for not wanting to come second.
Doping appeared as a means of overcoming the pain that a professional needed to endure to
win. It was therefore another performance material that allowed the rider to cope with the
pressures and demands produced by the internal logic of performance. It was also an aspect of
the new culture of sensation, based on the general acceptance of the idea of the unlimited
possibilities of an infinitely malleable body. The body came to be seen as a tool of the trade, and
suffering, a part of the physical experience of the cyclist who rides for a living. Thus doping, or
treatment, appeared a legitimate means to do it as well as possible for as long as possible. The
Tour de France racer was a worker managing the length of his career, the intensity of his work,
his injuries and his stress, using the means at his disposal.
In this framework, riders who use doping are not bad or corrupt elements, but are individuals
exposed to the contradiction between the requirements imposed on them and the use of illicit
means to achieve them. The sportsman using doping belongs to the category of innovative
deviant who accepts the general aims but rejects the legal means in favour of illegal means. But
he is not alone since this behaviour is learned, through interaction with other people from whom
rudimentary or sophisticated techniques are discovered, and where riders become skilled at
rationalizing their behaviour in the face of judgements from the outside. Thus, doping is the
result of co-operation not only between cyclists but also doctors and trainers, and has produced
a cycling subculture in which recourse to different types of ‘treatments’ is legitimate.24
This sub-culture is formed in the interplay between internal constraints, that is internalizing
sporting norms, and external constraints, in other words the action of organizations to enforce
respect of the rules. And it is the weakness of these external constraints (tolerance of doping
and/or lack of credibility of the tests and sanctions) that can explain the greater development of
doping in cycling than elsewhere, along with the difficulty society has had in recognizing doping
and its quasi-legitimation through the place occupied by medicine and the emergence of sports
medicine. These two factors come together to confuse the line between treatment and doping.
These are modes of legitimization of doping in so far as they give the possibility of rationalizing
its use by the manner of winning, by the service given to the team or the nation. Furthermore,
with the increasing condemnation of doping, this social group has to defend itself against people

from the outside who do not know the rules of the game, and has to be able to keep the secret,
since outsiders do not know how hard a rider has to work just to stay in the race.
Cyclists know that riding a Tour de France is not good for their health; they know too that
opponents use doping products, and they also know that so do people who do not take part in
sports competitions. They think that the constant marketing of new substances for performance
or treatment (whether Viagra or Prozac or any other medicine) makes using these substances
normal. These automatic reactions, and the feeling of being individuals outside the mainstream,
allow them to think that the desire to play the game, to stay in the peloton, is stronger than the
desire to win and make money. Even those who have no chance of winning the Tour want to
stay in the game and respect the norms of the performance ethic and of the peloton. This desire
supports the law of silence that protects the group against accusations from the outside and
makes it reject people who, like Gilles Delion or Christophe Basson, want to promote the idea of
dope-free cycling: Basson was driven to drop out of the 1999 Tour. The law of silence is
reinforced and protected by the incredulity of admiring spectators who reject accusations of
doping like any other accusation that highlights riders’ deviance.
THE TOUR DE FRANCE IN POPULAR CULTURE

The public believes, so we learn from opinion polls, that cycling is the sport most affected by
doping, but it is estimated that a third of people understand and accept this phenomenon. In
spite of the revelations and the dramas, the public remains loyal, on the roads and in front of the
TV screens. Is the public a victim of the media? Do they refuse to believe because they want to
be entertained? Perhaps there exists a strong link between cycling culture and popular culture.
Cycling, as one of the most popular sports in France, is a model of individual advancement, at
the same time as it offers a reading of how to achieve this advancement. When you are small,
when you come from the bottom of society, you understand cheating, just as you admire the
physical courage or the grace of an Anquetil surpassing himself at critical moments.
Faced with the uncertainty of definitions, members of the public balance their attitude in the
same way as sports philosophers. Why should doping be banned or combated? Because there
is a counterpart of sports justice and the breaking of the rules of fair play: the doped rider is
giving himself an unfair advantage in a world based on the principle of organizing fair
competition. Also, resorting to doping is expensive and so can bring in a difference between
those who can afford the products and those who can’t. The latter are also likely to be the ones
who would not be able to benefit from medical help to control the effects of the product. This
point opens up a series of arguments about doping damaging the health of those taking it in so
far as the dangers of these products are too well known or, conversely, their precise effects on
the body are not known.
Recourse to doping products thus implicates the integrity of anyone who ingests foreign
substances into his own body that will make his body function beyond its natural aptitudes:
doping is therefore the artifice that goes against the principle of using natural abilities. As an
attack on the physical integrity of the individual, it is also morally reprehensible because it seems
a form of coercion: the athlete who wishes to remain faithful to sporting ethics, but who wants to
regain the equality he has lost, has a different set of rules imposed upon him by those who use
doping, without taking into account that coercion can also be exercised by members of his
entourage. Furthermore, doping, since it is seen as cheating, damages the image of the sports
player and of sport in general as a model for the education of young people or as a means of
integration that can be held up as a model.

However, these arguments come under criticism when the boundary between drugs and doping
is questioned: one might ask in what way is cannabis a doping product? Or, regarding the
boundary between doping and treatment, why is Ventolin, a medical treatment for asthma,
banned for sports people? Additionally, it might easily be thought that doping is not just about
improvement of performance, but it could also be about restoring the sports person’s health.
Furthermore, pointing the finger at doping as a danger to health is challenged because of the
lack of knowledge of the real effects of products, and, indeed, if the issue was about damaging
sports people’s health, then elite sport as a whole would have to be questioned. And it is looking
at elite sport that highlights the debatable arguments of the defenders of natural sport or fair
sport. Indeed, elite sport is based on all sorts of artificial aids to enhance performance or
improve the comfort of athletes: fibreglass poles, track surfaces, dérailleur gears and training. So
why exclude the artificial aid of doping? All the more so because there are techniques
considered as doping which are based on the use of natural products such as testosterone, or
blood transfusion techniques, including transfusions of an athlete’s own blood. In fact,
condemning doping as an artificial aid is, in the end, challenging a fundamental principle of
sport, one which attaches it to modernity, namely its relation to the idea of human progress. And
what becomes clear when thinking this way, and what we know to be true, is that cycling,
especially the Tour de France, is the hardest of sports.
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